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SPAIN
World Ideas in Turmoil
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The mind of man is the world's battleground today 
never before. Old ideas are struggling either for modii 
enlargement, or for mere survival. New ideas are striv 
to birth, to find room to grow, and to win recognition ar 
At a thousand points the new and the old are contendin 
supremacy or reconciliation.

This conflict of ideas and ideals in the mind and he 
ing, aspiring man has reached a crisis from which all hu 
fers not only discomfiture but tragic pain. The turmoil 
extended to disruption without.

At the moment the general disturbance has reache 
ordinarily violent and destructive manifestation in bot 
West. China and Spain are going through the fires o 
Tribulation of the "latter days," and while both nation 
subjected to unspeakable suffering, the case of Spain is i 
the more tragic of the two. Its complication of ills is • 
and because of the occidental's greater sensitivity to pain 
are the more acute.

Only the Russian Revolution of 1917 is comparable 
sity, bitterness, and destructiveness to the social uphea 
which Spain is now passing. It is brother against brothe 
community, and household. Violence is not confined to 
alone but strikes civilians everywhere, women and childn 
The ruthless bombing of non-strategic Guernica, the sai 
the Basques, was a shocking instance of scientifically eq 
agery contemptuously overriding every moral barrier th 
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man through the centuries has striven to erect against 1 
¡ties of "man's inhumanity to man."

In the first year of the war it is estimated that 5C 
their lives, an enormous toll in a nation whose populati 
more than a score mijlions. And the number mounts fi 
dayj-tjnp second having already witnessed more exh 
tary.operations and engagements with more men in actic 

: .ThA draggle is, moreover, compounded 
differences within party ranks. This is especially true on 
ist side, where workers have fought workers in cruel and 
strife both before and after the outbreak of the presei 
struggle. Among the Anarchists the dictum is to kill for 
and therefore, kill without hate. In accordance with their 
such violent action may be justified by lesser provocatior 
Franco revolt.

Added to the evil home brew are the foreign ingrei 
continue to embitter the situation and prolong the war. 
peace in sight is the peace of exhaustion. So devastati 
forces of past causation.

The Basic Nature of Conflicting Forces

The civil war in Spain is a conflict between rival polit 
ophies and economic theories; it is a struggle between r 
statecraft; it is a contest between the forces of spirit ar 
materiality. More than that, the Spanish upheaval is, 
tally, a struggle between two basic modes of thought an 
ment which may be identified by the contrasting, thou< 
mentary, qualities of mind and heart, reason and intuitic 
imagination. These are represented institutionally in th 
Church and State, and within the narrower limits of 
Christianity they take the form of Catholicism and Pro 
respectively.

The conflict between these two attitudes, qualities, 
tutions has been going on in human society ever since tl 
time, but perhaps never before with such intensity as toda 
equilibration of inner forces becomes a problem no less l 
does the balancing of financial budgets. The issues are n 
defined than they have been in the past, and the rival 



being championed at present with a vigor and a deternn 
runs to both fanaticism and violence as is the case in wa 
today.

The two conflicting types represent powers and fact 
in their essential nature complete and balance one anc 
are necessary to a fully rounded development of man 
It is only on the lower levels of consciousness that they ai 
tion to one another. Their development is seldom foun 
of equilibriurn. Usually one or the other is dominant. An 
ually and collectively, we swing from antjemphasis on th 
emphasis on the other, and this we will continue to do u 
shall have been brought into perfect balance.

Church and State
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In Spain the Church has been the dominant power 1 
past. It has been the most Catholic of all countries. It I 
ed the noble vision which found political expression < 
Roman Empire. The spiritual was held to be superior to 
and the Pope, as the Vicar of Christ, was looked upon as 
authority on earth not only in spiritual matters but in te 
It was the dream of holy men to bring the political worl 
jurisdiction of a spiritual hierarchy. But the weakness 
leaders frustrated the realization of this worthy objec 
result, both Church and State fell upon evil days. The 
dined spiritually, and instead of uplifting the seculai 
was dragged down by them.

The Church and the State became more closely a 
Spain than in any other country. Together they held 
and their institutions, in their firm grip until dislodged I 
ent-day forces of world upheaval, whose business it is tc 
destroy, to readjust, to build up. Subjected to the mercil 
of these forces the Church is compelled to make modific 
approach to human needs and in the methods by which 
meet them. Its former authoritative position is every) 
challenged, and its last national strongholds are forsakir 
annihilated it utterly. Mexico disestablished it; and sc 
many centuries of unquestioned obedience and loyalty, d< 
moving Spain.
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The political authority of the Church in Spain co 
diminish substantially about a hundred years ago and 
to have reached the vanishing point when the Monarch 
the Republic in 1931. It is the powers of the State, th 
not those of the Church that rule Republican Spain. A 
has the Church been robbed of its political influence bul 
property has been confiscated, its leaders persecuted < 
the thousands, and its influence in the life of the avera< 
greatly diminished.

It should be stated at this point that the transformir 
once animated the Church had largely departed long sin< 
longer the living, formative power that it was in earlier 
organization it was undone by its own inherent weakness 
cal forces that destroyed it were merely the agencies 
away much that no longer fulfilled the functions for wl 
into being. Before the new regime came into power, the < 
complained that ninety per cent of its people were page 
to attend Mass. The ecclesiastical forms lingered, but 
modicum of the life that originally flowed through then

Such a change as that which has overtaken the Chi 
represents both loss and gain. When simple faith is shat 
way to agnosticism and atheism, the spirit suffers. M< 
ests are in the ascendency; but when faith is abandoned 
of reason is exercised the more. Man is thrown back in< 
his own resources. He develops a greater measure of ! 
These are assets. Mind rises in power and balances 
preponderantly developed qualities of heart.

Religion runs to theology, and theology to dogmas, 
to superstition, bigotry, and intolerance. When this 
course to a point where little true religion remains, the rr 
at length to its unintelligent position, throws off beliefs c 
that it can no longer reasonably justify and support, an 
creating for itself a more rational mode of life. In tf 
made from the attitude dominated by heart to that dicta 
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the tendency is to discard all religion and to turn to pos 
militant atheism as is the situation in Soviet Russia, 
is now happening in Spain. Yet serious as is the loss । 
the overthrow of false and inadequate religious concej 
sary step to progress, even if that involve the pass 
atheism.

The tendency of the Church has been to look upc 
ing, inquiring approach to truth as one likely to end 
denial, and, therefore, dangerous, and to be deplored, 
attitude the sincere seeker protests. This is Protestant 
ism appeals primarily to faith; Proestantism to reason 
warm and devotional; the other is cold and sceptical 
basks in beauty; Protestantism, in its severest expres 
bans it. Catholicism is the more attractive of the tw< 
ism, the more practical. Now and again the protestin' 
and assumes ascendency. It has done so in Spain. I 
spells progress. It will mean education where there is r 
today; it will mean a spirit of independence where tt 
blind allegiance in the past; it will mean the exercise of 
and self-direction instead of helpless subservience to c 
thority. Man must find the Christ within himself if h< 
part in the New Dispensation now opening, and Spain 
the old forms both in Church and State marks a libe 
spirit from its long bondage to outer shadows and a cc 
poseful quest after the realities within.

What we see in Spain's religious, political, and class 
one of its aspects, a manifestation of alchemical proce 
in the body of humanity which are in the nature of an 
is a further blending of the cosmic principles which we 
ally as the elements of fire and water, and functionally 
as reason and intuition. Progressively, humanity exp< 
blendings until at lenght the two become one, the pull 
ites between which we now battle shall have passed, a 
which comes through their unification shall have been 
achieved.



Paradoxes and Inconsistencies
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With reference to the statement previously made tl 
in Spain brought the forces of spirit and of matter into c 
meaning, of course, is not that the individuals and the 
one side are predominantly spiritually minded, whereas tl 
other are avowedly materially disposed. In terms of their 
not the insurgents fighting for church and religion? And 
Loyalists fighting for a social order of greater justice? 
considered, do not the privileged classes that support Fra 
the commandment that we love our neighbor as we do oi 
resisting reforms aimed at securing greater justice for 
privileged? And do not substantial sections of the popul< 
support the Government repudiate the commandment th 

y the Lord our God with all our heart by denying Him er 
short, one side adores God and forgets man; the other : 
and lays down its life for man. Each practices but half < 
Dispensation's dual commandment that we love and serv 
and man.

It is quite obvious that it is not possible to identify th 
ers in Spain as sheep on the one side and goats on the otl 
another figure, the tares and the wheat grow together in I 
Looking objectively at the human side of the picture, we 
Moors fighting the cause of European Christians. Nazi Gei 
have shown no friendship for Catholicism, are assisting th 
restore it to power. Atheistic Anarchists are battling for p 
the New World Order in which the Christ ideal is destir 
ascendency. The Insurgents are the Nationalists, yet th 
nationalistic sentiment in Spain is undoubtedly to be foi 
the Loyalist Basques and Catalonians. Again, the Church 
Franco, yet the Basques whom he opposes, are the sta 
Catholics. Internationally, the Governments of Italy an< 
permitted the nationalist parties that maintain them ii 
conspire the overthrow of the Government of Spain with 
were in friendly relations. France and England, favoring 
ists, urged and fairly observed non-intervention whereby 
they strengthened the Rebels whom they opposed. The 
and inconsistencies run through it all, and to unravel t 
state appears at first sight to be a hopeless task. Yet it ma



The Superconscious Allegiance
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Upon examination we may discover that a certain tyj 
force and cosmic urge characterizes each of the battling 
even though they both embrace within their ranks all 
apparently contradictory personalities and convictions. T 
but to the outermost vesture of life, whereas the alignn 
day's warfare are determined by the deeper and more pro 
iance of the ego, the unfolding spirit within. Of its pos 
conflict, the average personal consciousness has little o 
nition whatever. It is known for what it really is only 
minority of the more spiritually awakened souls.

The immediate objectives for which the average Spc 
fights are usually only the minor issues grasped by the lit 
consciousness and conditioned by momentary interests, re 
circumstances, and as such are often secondary or even 
that which his better knowing ego gives battle. It is thi: 
apparent justification for lampooning men in arms— 
soldiers," fighting blindly, vainly for they know not what

But in spite of externalities, and regardless of whc 
may grasp, the soul, in obedience to a law of spiritual 
will gravitate to its own. In the last analysis it is this 
that unites the many widely divergent personalities in 
cause as is the case among both the Loyalists and the Ir 
Spain today. We are in the days of Armageddon when 
fought are not so much between men of flesh and blood 
between the powers and principalities of mind and spii

It is only as we grasp the underlying principles of t 
in Spain that it is possible to take sides without holding 
ward those who have chosen differently than ourselves, 
can we disassociate ourselves from personal animosities, 
nize freely and fully that persons on one side are not neo 
honest, sincere, noble, aspiring, and true than those of the 
furthermore, that when the "tumult and the shouting d 
become clearer that it was the divine spark in all tha 
upward, however mixed the motives, and however inter 
truth and error. In the final analysis the virtues of one si 
essary to the virtues of the other before the ideals vision 
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can be realized in all their beauty and majesty., The cc 
now operating more or less blindly through undeveloped, । 
are equally the emanations of the one central power, 
differs from our way of thinking may seem evil and the 
devil, but when God once called His sons into council ir 
recorded in the Prologue to Job, Satan came also, for he 
their number.

Read in the light of this understanding, the pas 
issued by the Spanish Catholic hierarchy, in which it ch( 
cause of the Insurgents, and the reply to that letter by c 
and fifty prominent Protestant clergy and laymen, in 
cause of the Loyalists is staunchly upheld, together with 1 
ing controversial letters issued by both Catholics and 
need neither seriously disturb nor confuse the earnest 
truth. From a perusal of the names appended to the lett< 
ion, it is patent that ability and honor and idealism be 
signatories of the one side as they do to the other. B 
leaders of our highest culture; in both are to be found Io 
and servers of man. This realized, while each must ch 
cause of justice and truth as he sees it in its application t 
events and circumstances, there remains no room for ill 
those whose approach and convictions do not conform 
with our own. Goodwill alone will in the end resolve th 
inous differences, and the misunderstandings and mis 
they give rise to in our present undeveloped condition.

Political Upheaval and Civil War

Spain is a backward nation. 'It has been going ii 
sleepy way for so many centuries that it is unprepared f< 
changes which it must make if it is to survive as a natior 
world that is emerging. In the preface to his volume entit 
standing Spain" the author, Clarton Cooper,,recounts c 
about a visit to earth of the god Jupiter. The Roman go 
down from heaven to look about and note the progress 
civilization. A terrestrial guide who attended him poin 
kingdoms of this lower world. "That, Sire, is France, 
England," said the guide, whereupon Jupiter expresse< 
faction at the progress made. "And please your maji
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Spain" continued the guide. "You need not have told i 
celestial visitor. "I knew it at once. It remains exactly 
I created it."

But even static Spain has finally been caught up 
strom of;change. The liberalizing forces that are ever 
ing the outlook of people and reconstructing their insti 
menced to filter into conservative Spain rather percei 
latter part of the last century and were greatly accele 
upheavals commencing with the World War. While si 
Monarchy, a political crisis led to a military dictat 
presaged the more revolutionary changes that were to 
occurred in 1923, and General Primo de Rivera was th( 
of the country. When his regime carrte to an end in 19: 
archy fell, the rule of the Bourbons ended, and King 
went into exile.

Spain then became a republic with Niceto Alcaic 
first President and Manuel Azana the Premier. A libe 
gressive Constitution was adopted.

The foundation was laid for social and economic tra 
Sweeping reforms were called for. These included the 
large, landed estates; their division among actual tiller 
and the expropriation of properties held by the Churd 
possessed no less than sixty per cent of the large es 
country. It had long since become a principal holder of 
wealth. The Cortez observed in 1616 that "not one day 
out laymen being deprived of their property for the be 
clergy."

Naturally both the Church and the private land ow 
stubbornly the new decree. Neither established institu 
dividuals are, for the most part, capable of the detach 
sary to pass dispassionately on the virtue of measures in 
common good irrespective of their immediate effect on 
Human consciousness is still centered primarily in the 
little self rather than in the human whole, and so long as 
conflicts between the parts are inevitable.

Premier Azana, being a moderate, sought to put 
reforms into effect gradually, thus hoping to lessen cc 
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keep down the growing 'class enmities resulting from the c 
of the century-old privileges enjoyed by a few individu 
strongly entrenched religious institution.

This policy displeased the more radical elements. Ir 
patience for rapid and uncompromising action they turn« 
their newly elected leader. Reasonableness and moderatic 
been a part of their training. They came into self-governr 
out the first essential to its successful maintenance, na 
control.

। As a first consequence of this, Azana and his pol 
| defeated in 1933. The reactionaries, under the leaders! 
I Robles, came into power, the change of government being < 
* to the vote of the Catholic Right. This was a defeat for tl 

who soon discovered that by forsaking their leader they h 
a situation that left them less than they had before, c 
moreover, threatened to defeat completely their new ar 
cause. The disappointment spurred them on to redoubh 
The new coalition forces were less moderate than those 
into power with the birth of the Republic. It was in Febru 
that the liberals won their way back into power under wh 
known as the Coalition or Popular Front Government. Age 
Azana became Premier, and shortly after, President.

Meanwhile, the rivalries had grown more and more I 
defeated reactionaries were bent on return to power, if not 
constituted democratic means of the ballot box, then b) 
to a "plebecite of arms." The revolution, launched or 
1936, was the result.

As this revolt progressed and plunged the nation into 
the Socialistic government which had not hitherto had tt 
proval of the more radical Communists and Anarchists, 
them for support against the attack of the Monarchist-CI< 
cist insurgents. They received it, but at a price. The m< 
ate policies were obliged to yield to the more radical. Tl 
Front Premier, Jose Giral Periera, resigned. In his stead 
Largo Caballero, extreme Socialist, Labor leader, and the 
Lenin of Spain, took political control and two communis 
the Cabinet. This was the first time that Communists a 
such power in any State in western Europe.
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Two months after Caballero assumed power a sec 
ment was formed under his leadership at which time 
cessions were made to Leftist pressure by admitting fc 
Syndicalists.

Premier Caballero, having been unable to gain th 
all the elements opposed to Generalissimo Franco, wa! 
in May, 1937 by Dr. Juan Negrin, a Moderate Socialis 
again a victory for the moderates. The Anarchists, wl 
a source of serious trouble within the Loyalist ranks we 
The power of the C. N. T., the chief Anarchist» trade i 
ization, was substantially diminished. They were disar 
People's Government of Catalonia within which Province 
reside.

Two important gains resulted from the change in 
from Caballero to Negrin. A more stable element créât 
unity and secured greater efficiency in the prosecution 
Also it gave assurances to the democracies of the world 
ist Spain was democratic rather than communist.

The National Defense portfolio went to Indalecio Pr 
Moderate Socialist, and generally granted to be the soi 
stable leader in Spain today. The Government could r 
justly charged with being either irresponsible or under 
of extreme radicalism to whom would go the spoils ol 
event they prove victorious.

When the Republic replaced the Monarchy, one 
actions of the newly elected president was to establish c 
He found that only threé per cent of the minor officers 
were true to the ideals of thé new regime. It was but 
in the navy. In the air force ninety per cent were loyal 
esting fact. The military forces of land and sea belong 
past than to the future. Aviation belongs to the nev 
element calls to the mental; it appeals to the courageou 
ing, exploring, youthful spirit. Its direction is upward, 
the aspiration of the race to live in greater freedom anc 
ampler mediums.

The personnel of officers in the aviation branch v 
virtually intact, whereas that of the army and navy was 
pletely dismissed. This meant a disgruntled element o1 
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as to constitute a dangerous threat to the new gover 
speedily plotted a return to power, aided and abetted by 
the nobility, and the wealthy.

The revolt against the Government was led by Ge 
, cisco Franco, Spain's greatest soldier and ablest genera 
I won fame in the Spanish campaigns in Morocco and h 
I loyal following. About seventy-five per cent of the mil 

in the country were with him.
This gave the Rebels an initial advantage in the coi 

gain was, furthermore, strengthened by the moral ar 
support of alien confederates, for it is now an establishe 
intervention occurred before hostilities had actually c 
Foreign aid has likewise gone to the Loyalists, but appai 
tardily and in lesser measure.

This being true, it is evident that the Loyalists are 
deep convictions and with a determined spirit, for shoi 
hastily assembled army made up largely of raw recruits co 
have offered so stubborn a resistance to their superior 
trained opponents. While they have lost ground to the Ret 
from the start until the smaller part, geographically, ren 
their control, they still rule the majority of the nation's 
The Rebels also hold trade advantages, controlling most 
portant ports north and south, and are in possession of th< 
the greatest natural resources necessary for the prosect 
war.

The counterbalancing advantages of the Loyalists a 
tangible nature. They belong to the consciousness of 
That consciousness resides in the independent spirit of 
lonians. It is the spirit of industrial workers that ha1 
'economical degradation for so long that they have fir 
hnined to break the chains that bind them or die in the 
is the spirit of the awakened, submerged masses that raise 
fist and demand a greater measure of social justice.

The Rebels also had from the outset the strong Ie 
Gil f^pbles, head of the Popular Agrarian Action, a Rom 
Party. When the Revolution broke out he fled to I 
because of neutrality considerations he was not permittee 
in that country. He then took refuge in Portugal wher 



pathies of the Government, being with the Rebels, 
to render assistance to the forces of Franco. The 
industrialists and financiers of Spain has also been । 
disposal of Franco.

The insurgent forces comprise, in brief, the old < 
the nobility, both factions of the Monarchist party, 
and the wealthy privileged classes. On the side of the 
the Republicans, Moderates and Radicals (200,000); 
right and left wings; the Communists (50,000); the 
and the Anarchists <"600,000). There are more Anarc 
than in any country in the world.

Foreign Intervention
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But Spain is not only suffering from a civil w< 
making; it is also the victim of a "foreign invasion." 
Ihaving 40,000 Blackshirts supporting Franco. This m 
ported taking part in the capture of Santander, a feat h< 
out Italy as an Italian victory. The netire nation c 
event with an enthusiasm as great as though it were 
a war that Italy was fighting as a nation. Her prestige 
bound up with Franco's success and she has announce« 
in unequivocal terms that the Insurgents must not and

Germany, which is credited with 10,000 men in 
franks, is equally determined that Franco shall win. The 
was no less jubilant than Italy's over Santander's fall. I 
an event of "the greatest importance for National (R 
morale and prestige" and also "an event of great inte 
portance." Germany and Italy both recognize the Insi 
of Dictator-Designate Franco. Shortly after the outbr 
¡ties, both governments, moreover, recognized Franco 
Government as the only government, and announced i 
government would be recognized in Spain.

Japan, whose nationalistic ambitions and aggres 
parallel those of Italy and Germany, has likewise ex1 
nition to Fascist-supported Insurgent Spain. With sut 
set by countries to whom they are sympathetically incl 
surprising that Austria and Hungary have also fallen in 



line by establishing diplomatic relations with the Rebe 
The Vatican, too, sees it as the only Spain with which it 
having sent instructions to Valencia that Catholic servi 
cease in that city and the territory under its jurisdiction ui 
ducted in the traditional ritual by a duly authorized pri 
Vatican message informed Spanish prelates that "the Cathol 
in Spain today is honored and defended only by the govei 
Francisco Franco." The Valencia government had c 
churches but in an effort to demonstrate religious tolen 
later issued an order permitting the resumption of religion 
if held in private buildings.

On the side of the Insurgents are alsot the Colonial A 
was in Spanish Morocco that General Franco developed 
of revolt. It soon fell completely under his control an 
"shadow-liveried" mercenaries crossed the Straits with hii 
campaign on the Spanish mainland. This 'Moorish army 
completely wiped out together with first and second reph 
Three hundred per cent casualties they call it.

On the side of the Loyalists, the major foreign assis 
come from Russia. A pro-Franco French estimate placed 
ber of Russians with the Government forces at 1000, witl 
five or six times that number behind the lines. There a 
be little evidence to substantiate these figures. In lesser 
soldiers of fortune from France, England, and the Unit 
have enlisted with the Loyalists even in the face of thn 
their homelands that such action might cost them their ci

While the Non-Intervention Committee has not sue 
keeping men and materials from flowing into Spain in ai 
sides, it has been instrumental in preventing massed arr 
marching to the conflict and to confine the battleground t 
soil. Wheteher or not it will be able to restrain the warrint 
of several nations whose rival interests in the Spanish co 
most immediately involved is a question which only futu 
can answer.

It is a fact that Europe is conditioned for war; rather 
peace. More and more it is taking for granted a genen 
ultimately inevitable, and rearming and realigning according 
prime mover boasts of achievements secured not by "compi



tables of diplomacy" but by a glorious conquest of arm 
surdity of perpetual peace" is declared as nowise in th< 
temperament." In Germany every able-bodied man c 
order in his pocket ready for execution at a moment's r 
warns his people that they may be on the march any 
Britain is providing its entire population with gas masks 
unprecedented peace time resources in men and mone^ 
posal of the god of war. Increased armaments is the 
world over. Fear, distrust, and suspicion are general, h 
European nations are like frightened, hunted animals 
in vain for sheltered security. They prowl and croud 
crowded too far spring ati their pursuer like an angry 
is the darker side of the picture and were it not for t 
there is also a brighter side, humanity would have go< 
despair of civilization and the fruits it has brought fortl

The brighter side of the picture shows a powerful ai 
will to peace. The fact that the international rivalrh 
with the Spanish conflict have not long since precipitat 
European war in view of the serious provocations that h< 
ed one another ever since the beginning of the war in Sp 
demonstration of the growing aversion to war and th 
determination of governments and peoples that diffe 
be and must be settled by resort to reason instead of tc

Perhaps no circumstance in the modern world has d 
this truth as has the situation arising out of the Spani 
Crisis after crisis has arisen in European chancelleries dui 
months, the like of any one of which would have plungec 
into war any time prior to 1914, the year that sealec 
the folded scroll of an Age that had come to a close.

The Non-Intervention Committee has been severely 
scorned for its failure to keep foreign soldiers and si 
entering Spain. Yet after deducting from its accomplis! 
such there have been—its weaknesses and failures, 
still grant more to its credit than many a momenta 
triumph. The very fact that such a Committee came 
and that it continued to function despite discouraging 
internal dissension, and the ridicule leveled at it by a wor 
for better results, and that it has all the while been pre



fa inly of partial success, is sufficient cause to rejoice and < 
It affords reasonable grounds for clinging to the hope tl 
tinued, determined effort the peace loving forces in th 
yet be strong enough to collectively hold in check and 
international elements of disruption and war.

Water rises no higher than its source. The b 
nations associated for the purpose of enforcing non-i 
are not sufficiently free of self interest to produce perfe 
results. But collectively they have repeatedly smothei 
passions and appealed to reasonable judgments. It 
Committee has been dilatory and indecisive when positive 
wanted and expected. Its mildness, however, has not alv 
arily meant weakness. Its soft answers have undoubt 
away more than one wrath.

Power Politics

Why have some of the European powers intervene 
i and why have others resisted it so vigorously? What a

flicting interests at .stake?
Italy, whose intervention on. behalf of the Rebels h 

greater than that of any other country, could greatly e 
imperialistic position by gaining an ally in Spain and 
territorial foothold in Spanish Morocco or on the Balearic 
reward perhaps not too great to expect should she be si 
aiding the Insurgents to permanent power. The majc 
in such a gain would be td displace Great Britain as the 
Power in the Mediterranean. When piracy broke out in tl 
Lake" even the Powers that suffered attack pleaded an 
discover the guilty party or parties. They preferred not 
not just now.

If Italy gained control, or even access to territory c 
Straits of Gibraltar, Great Britain's present control of thii 
point in her line of Empire would not only be endai 
virtually lost. Italy's ambitions in the Middle Sea are s< 
led to negotiations with Spain several years ago with the 
it secured important concessions on the island of Majorc 
Great Britain on learning of it served notice to both coi 
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it could not look with friendly eyes on any such stipule 
upon they were withdrawn.

Germany, like Italy, seeks expansion. She seek 
with which to bargain when demanding the return of 
Her interests are considered as best served by workinc 
the nations of like ideology, namely Italy and Japan, 
over, bitter against Communism, and while the Loyalis 
I ¡can and not Communist, and their government deme 
than authoritarian, yet, since they include in their numb 
ity of the Spanish workers, a victory for them mean 
radical labor everywhere. It is because of this fad 
Russia is solidly behind the loyalists. There are Com 
ments in the Government of sufficient, strength to 
support in the interest of the world proletarian revolut 
she is working. Nor can the Soviets be reconciled to 1 
ment of another Fascist power in league with Germany 
foe to the west, and Japan, her enemy to the east.

There appears to be little likelihood that Spain v 
another State patterned after the Soviets. Its presen 
moderates. They are attempting to steer clear of extrerr 
with their people to avoid Fascist dictatorship on the c 
class rule on the other. In any event, the latter doe 
possible because Spain does not have any masses in th 
sense of the term.

Portugal, being quasi-fascist, is as close in her p 
pathies with Insurgent Spain as she is territorially by1 h 
ical juxtaposition.

France's support naturally goes to democracy. 
Front Government, leftist in tendency, sympathizes with 
constituted government in Spain. Nor can she see her b 
colonial position endangered by the entrance of foreigr 
Spanish areas. Already fearful of Nazi Germany on 
border, she does not contemplate with serenity a related 
to the south.

France has not forgotten the situation in the sixte 
when the Spanish Empire embraced these same countr 
The Netherlands on the west, the combined territories € 
so completely as to bring her into a position of partial
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From that time on it has been the policy of France to I 
several countries apart, and the situation today would 
such purposes as has none other perhaps since the days of 
when Spain was at the height of her power.

Great Britain's historic policy is also to favor a poli 
potent Spain. Being neither Communist nor Fascist but < 
both, she resists the attempted establishment of either ty 
ernment in Spain. A victory for either of these two polit 
constitutes a threat to Britain's power and prestige. Gre 
together with France, therefore, have above all champi 
intervention. Britain has declared that the integrity of ( 
territory, not excepting Morocco, and the Balearic ar 
Islands, shall be scrupulously maintained as provided t 
treaties. They insist that Spain shall remain for the Spar 
for the Spaniards only.

Popular sentiment in Great Britain is quite natural! 
Loyalists. In the more exclusive circles it has by no m 
unanimous. Among the conservatives there is on the on« 
strong aversion to leftism and on the other the unde 
friendliness for an established religion, an aristocracy of v» 
a titled nobility. As a democratic nation, the governmi 
logically by the legally constituted and democratically eh 
ernment of the Loyalists.

Latin America is deeply stirred by the war in tf 
Country, for that it is, racially and culturally, to eighteei 
states. Immediately, the Revolution has had the effect o 
the breach between contending groups. Both sides ar< 
with apprehension the outcome of the European struggle. 1 
side wins, the result will be added hope for further victor 
part of those favoring the successful contender, and a con 
discouragement of those whose sympathies are with 
Democratic methods have succumbed to dictatorships 
Guatemala, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic, and they 
or less curtailed and seriously threatened in others. 1 
trend in government in the Republics to the south is cer 
affected in no small measure by the events now transpiring

Alongside the disintegrating forces at work in Spoil 
and in all the world, are corresponding forces of integral 



latter are at work fashioning the forms in which the new 
will function. Their emergence necessitates in many in 
dissolution of institutions that have served their purpose 
must yield to the demand of an ampler life.

Nationalism and Internationalism
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Nationalism is such an institution. It is insufficie 
When it acts as though it were self-sufficient, it 
own progress and hinders the oncoming world order, b 
particularly on continental Europe, has today developed 
where it is virtually an obsession. It is destroying itself, 
in much the same situation today as it was after the coll 
Roman Empire. Law and order broke down. For a tir 
as such scarcely existed. Governments failed and riv 
ruled in turn the several territories. Authority was dist 
re-distributed between cities, provinces, and states, betwc 
princes, generals, and lords of estates. It was an anar 
dition in which power rested with the strong much as it 
in Spain. The autonomy of Catalonia and the north 
Provinces, tor instance, is indicative of the breakdown 
authority before the onslaught of conflicting ambition 
political programs. Both Catalonia and the Basque regioi 
promised complete independence by the Valencia Goven

The chaos following the break-up of the Roman Emp 
ceeded by the feudal system, which in turn gave way to 
State. Today that state is shaken, and it is battling 
against the visibly growing forces of internationalism, 
has come when nationalism must find its further deve 
part of a larger whole. The disruption of nationalism is । 
to such unification. The fevered haste with which Europe 
are arming themselves today, making "night joint-labor 
day," can have but one consequence, and that is the u 
struction of the very thing the military machine is design 
secure. Security henceforth lies in the common recognitioi 
each is essentially a part of a whole, everything which 
sistent with the welfare of the whole must give up its e 
order that greater good may be realized.



Retributive Justice

Nations, like individuals, reap as they sow. The tir 
the sowing and the reaping may be centuries, but the 
forgets. It operates infallibly and with invariable justic 
twin law of reincarnation, justice is at the same time do 
individual. While the process in all its infinite ramifical 
complex to be grasped fully by our limited understandir 
nevertheless, lay hold of its guiding principles in their n 
tials.

The universe constitutes a single whole. Its many 
consequently interrelated. The whole is maintained in i 
and when any part, by virtue of its freedom of action, 
disturbs that perfect balance, the automatic action o 
parts will sooner or later effect a correction in the dist 
and restore equilibrium. Were this not so, chaos and 
would rule.

The egos that were in incarnation in Spain when 
of the Inquisition, for instance, were committed are not 
sarily in Spain today to reap the savage reactions of th< 
able cruelties sown in those days. Some have suffered i 
consequences in other days, some in Spain and others 
while yet others will do so, somewhere, sometime in day 
But unquestionably large numbers who were responsib 
inhumanities of the heresy hunters of medieval fanaticisi 
are today the assembled victims of equally fanatical fact 
readiness to torture and destroy is as sadistic as was tl 
arch inquisitors. When one remembers that Thomas de Tc 
the Dominican Inquisitor General of Castille and Aragon, 
with having burned alive 9,000 fellow human beings— 
mates run as high as 114,000—one wonders less at the 
sands in the blood-gutted streets of the cities of modern S

The fires that consume today are borrowed from the f 
burned yesterday. It is in the crimes of the past that 
the causes for the unspeakable savagery that marks th< 
in Spain, and before which the civilized world stands ag 



mercy is asked; none given. Hostages are placed in pc 
the enemy advance means a ruthless slaying of their v< 
rades. Innocent women and children are massacred € 
has rnoved nations to plead with the belligerents to re! 
of prisoners and non-combatants in accordance with 
of what we call civilized warfare. Warfare, properly sf 
not, of course, under any circumstances be truly civil, 1 
be less cruel and savage than was that of primitive barl

One shudders when reading the harrowing reports 
sands of priests, monks, and nuns have been slain ir 
The unfortunate victims may be innocents in this I 
carry over a guilt from lives past. What the godh 
to the representatives of religion, the Church did in t 
to those whom it pronounced heretics. The horrors ol 
rebellion are identical with those of the Inquisition, 
are reversed, is all. It is the law at work; it is jud< 
executed. "Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord (law), I

The Church as an institution is reaping a heavy 
Spain today. It has itself wielded the sword by whi< 
being destroyed. Nor does it hesitate to use it today, 
the Insurgents attempted forcible overthrow of the pro 
tuted government in Spain because the latter refuses 
the power in political affairs that it has long enjoyed. I 
to resist the rape of Ethiopia. On the contrary, one of 
asked divine protection on the departing armies, which 
for opening a country, Christian though it be, to "Cathc 
Roman civilization."

Forces of disintegration will inevitably gravitate 1 
tution, religious or otherwise, that becomes a party to v 
and destructon. Such forces are laying low both Churc 
in Spain today.

Causative Results of New World Crimes
4 
H

H

Another major causation of Spain's downfall was 
committed in the New World during the days of its early < 
Avaricious adventurers invaded the new-found lands, ma 
the natives, dealt trecherously with their leaders, and 



treasuries of gold and silver. Prosperity smiled upon tl 
season, and the nation they served rose to great heights 
empire was preeminent in all the world.

This place among the nations she was soon to forfei 
sudden departure of her imperial glories was due more t< 
than to material factors. Spain, having violated the lav^ 
eousness at home and abroad, paid the inevitable pen 
nation can long ignore divine principles of justice and r 
maintain its place and power among the honorable and t 
The more advanced and abler egos cease to incarnate in s 
tion, thus leaving it to the less advanced. Having made 
worthy of high-principled, idealistic leaders it fell into sec 
or less. A nation is what people make it, and when the po| 
composed of the less developed its position among the n< 
be in accordance therewith.

This fact is borne out in Spain by the general lack 
tion and culture among the common people. Illiteracy is 
est in Europe, excepting in its sister nation, Portugal. In 
tions like Andalusia, for instance, it runs as high as ninety 
More than half the population can neither read nor writ« 

Who may be some of the undeveloped egos in Spc 
American Indian egos that suffered at the hands of earl 
nationals in order to claim certain benefits under the law 
justice. But they have not yet outgrown primitive instinct 
therefore, capable of inhumanities which have long sine 
unthinkable to more advanced egos. We have in this fa 
portant clue to cruelties characteristic not only of the pn 
strife but of the Spaniards as a people. A single andsuffic 
ence of this fact is the national sport of bull fighting. On 
versary of the outbreak of the present war, news dispatche 
Insurgent Spain celebrating its victories with Church ser 
bull fights. Men, women, and children glory in the gory s< 
cheer the agonized cries of tortured, mutilated animals.

Humaneness to animals has not yet been born in Spc 
the civil war started, the Animal Welfare Society in Mad 
membership of fifty-four, and they were no doubt mostly f 
Those interesting themselves in this movement have been 
of excommunication from the Church on the grounds of c< 
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activities not coming directly under its supervision. Whe 
for suffering animals has not been awakened, there is < 
insensibility to the sufferings of one's fellow man. Whil 
discreet degree of demarcation between the life of man 
animal, yet the same sacred life flows through both, f 
this divine tie between the kingdoms, the animals have a 
our compassion that cannot be dismissed without a loss tc 
impulses of the human heart.

The colonies established by Spain in the New W< 
•n many instances been criminally exploited from the ven 
did not remain her permanent possessions. The pro 
after another, declared their independence, leaving Spai 
in the Americas after the first quarter of the 19th cen^ 
the Spanish-American war in 1898, her colonial losses ir 
ern Hemisphere were complete.

Another .crime committed by medieval Spain fror 
suffers today, was the expulsion of the Moors and the . 
elements now become agencies for retaliatory destruc 
Spanish State. The Jewish influence is strong in the re 
movement everywhere, and seasoned Moorish soldiers, 
severest service by warfare with the barbarian Riffs, < 
play a part in destroying a nation that once destroyed

The gold that Spain stole from the Incas and Aztec 
returned to plague the land that committed the theft. Tl 
power behind the Spanish revolt has been attributed i 
part to Juan March, the "Rockefeller of Spain." T 
Croesus is one of the world's richest men. His interests ii 
of the monopolies of the country, its banks, utility corpoi 
other enterprises. His wealth is supporting the Rebel 
practices are much the same as were those of the coi 
adventurers into the new world. Several times during th< 
he was called before the civil courts to explain his transac 
under Primo de Rivera's dictatorship he was accused o 
the Mediterranean, and under the Republic he was 
officials on a number of counts relative to the imprc 
money. In 1931 he was expelled from the Chamber । 
for "moral incompatibility" and was then arrested an 
charges of bribery. In 1935 he was returned to Parlim< 



he is a major power undoing the present government. Pii 
fraud, theft, and ruthless destruction of government— 
the days of Spanish invasion in the Americas, so is it ¡1 
today. The wheels of retribution have turned around, 
birds have come home to roost.

The Spanish nation has been guilty of shedding 
inordinate degree. It continues to flow. The national 
not yet been staunched. Observe the law of reaction ir 
aspect. For generations the Spanish royal family has 
with the dread blood disease known as haemophilia. I 
since, that Count Covadongo, the former crown prince < 
critically ill in a New York hospital from this heredita 
the Spanish Bourbons. Haemophilia is characterized b) 
to profuse and uncontrollable hemorrage even from 
wounds. The time comes when that which has been war 
cannot be normally retained. That this depleting ail 
affect the rulers is due to the intimate relation that e> 
a people and their leaders. The latter become the centre 
of the life of the people they govern. Astrology demo 
when rightly reading a nation's fate in the horoscope o

In the coming cataclysmic upheavals in Europe 
reasonable to conclude that the Iberian Peninsula wou 
the earliest areas to suffer drastic modifications. It bel 
to Atlantean soil and is thus among the most ancient c 
is, moreover, the seat of forces of disintegration of sucl 
as would be likely to carry in its train even serious physi 
in the form of earthquakes and tidal wave.

Racial Karma

In addition to national karma there is also the 
which Spain, in common with many other countries, is I 
this time of readjustment and judgment. The Spanish p 

7»

to a passing race. They are predominantly Celtic. T 
I racial progression, precede the Anglo-Saxon-Teutonic, th

oped of the Aryan subraces. The Celts stressed the 
imagination and beauty. Their emotional equipment 
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the intellectual. The Irish are modern representati 
qualities. In the succeeding Anglo-Saxon race the en 
from the imagination to will, from beauty to utility, fr 
to head. The concrete mind and the faculty of reasoi 
special development. Since the Celts have special nee 
up these faculties, situations arise that compel thouc 
cise the faculty of discrimination, such as the chaos ai 
ideas in Spain today. Thus are they forced to do that wl 
them in their racial evolution.

The cosmic requirements for racial promotion an 
all peoples since all are behind schedule. They are ext 
for Spain. Several backward racial strains make up 
amalgam. These include an admixture of both the L 
the Atlantean races. The Iberians, with whom the ( 
when first settling the territory that is now Spain, were 
origin. African blood was also introduced into the n 
to a considerable degree as a result of the extensive 
conducted by both Spain and Portugal from the 16th 
century. The Atlanteans are represented in Spain t 
population, together with that of the Basques. The 
tute a curious phenomena. They retain a language wF 
relation to any of the surrounding tongues. It is obvioi. 
to the Aryan speech. This fact, which has puzzled ph 
ethnologists, finds a simple explanation in the Anc 
wherein we lam that the Basques are a surviving remnc 
lanteans. They take pride in being a distinct race, wi 
customs, and traditions of their own. This has led therr 
when Regionalism runs high to declare themselves an 
unit.

It would not be fair to omit mention of some of S| 
assets as well as liabilities. To Spain also goes the crec 
the Western Hemisphere to the world. Columbus, the 
<Christopher), planted the cross, symbol of the Christ 
our shores. Devout Spaniards propagated the faith an 
tives in the twenty missions which they planted on the I 
What they did there in the cradle ground of the New 
tutes one of the noblest and most inspiring chapters 
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history. The spiritual fragrance left by the self-sacrifi 
of the early peregrinations of the Spanish Franciscians 
this day as a beneficent influence and as an active print 
areas so blest by their presence and selfiess service. F 
a benefit America owes to Spain a debt which in karmi 
will liquidate in some substantial rr<anner in days to cor 
already rendered notable assistai ce to the Spanish in ( 
Rico, and the Philippines, but the debt to the Spanish t 
apparently as yet unsettled. It may be that in the prest 
and world upheaval an opportunity will arise in which ' 
able in some manner not yet evident to render commensui 
in return for magnificent benefits received.

Cultural Contribution*

Spain was a center of culture many thousands of y 
the Christian era. Paintings are still extant on the wal 
in the foothills of the Pyrenees that antedate historic 
Medieval Spain fostered learning and cultivated the thing; 
The University of Salamanca, founded in 1231, was < 
the "light not of Spain only, but of all Europe." Mast 
art and architecture which it created during this per 
among the foremost glories of Europe. The Seville Cat 
the Alhambra at Granada are noble monuments to the c 
creative enterprise, both Christian and Moorish. So, t< 
immortal paintings of such artists as Murillo and Velasqi 
the field of literature, the works of Cervantes, Lope de 
Calderon. Such cultural creations contributed substantia 
building up an atmosphere appropriate to the cultiva) 
finer things of the spirit.

There were also notable spiritual treasures in Spain । 
of her highest culture. It was the center of the Ancie 
Teachings. Famed alchemists made it their home, 
orders of knighthood and Temples of Initiation. Legen 
served this fact for us in records of the Knights of the 
The life of one of the most illustrious of these, Parsifal, 
great Wagner to incomparable heights of inspiration. Tl 
hood to which Parsifal belonged was located on Montsa 
Visigoth Mountains of Southern Spain from the well-nij 



sible pinnacle of which rose a towering Temple of Initi 
the light which emanated from such spiritual sanctuari 
clear and strong, Spain would not now be suffering the 
sequences of widespread ignorance and retarded develop 
that light was dimmed. It faded out before the growii 
of an over-institutionalized and state-diverted ecclesias 
powers of this world supplanted it, and the nation move 
decline. A state of mind grew up in high places which 
no recognition of the Mystery Teachings.

This fact is intimated in that famous esoteric doci 
"Fama Fraternitatis," cited by Rosicrucians as the 1 
exposition of the origin and founding of the Order of the 
In it the story is told of how Frater CRC went td Dam< 
he gathered knowledge relating to deeper mysteries of t 
later into Arabia where he studied with the Wise Men 
His ambition was to carry the wisdom he had gathe 
Europe. Upon returning, he first visited Spain, where 
an eager reception from the leaders in education, cult 

| ligion. He was sorely disappointed in meeting instead
[ ridicule and rejection. Unable to render them the a

had hoped, he shook the dust of the land from his feet < 
farther to the northward where later he established a S< 

j quiet dissemination of the holy truths he had mastered f
fit of a continent in the darkness of things spiritual. $ 
tion of this opportunity to maintain such Wisdom as ho

3 come to it, and to receive it and amplify it, resulted in <
; of educational advantages, secular and sacred, from wh

long suffered. 
■

Symbols of Nationol Destiny

Spain is governed by Sagittarius, the centaurian 
» man, half beast, with, bow and arrow aimed at the stai
( Franco is a Sagittarian. His sun sign is fiery, his rising

the two elements in alchemical conflict in war-torn Spai 
ing in his nature the dominant qualities and the peculii 
tions prevailing at this time in the nation, he becomes 

j the specialization of the generally distributed forces in



and thereby a national leader of power and significance 1 
ill in the life of his people.

The flag of Insurgent Spain is red and yellow, the c< 
which old Spain rose and fell. The color symbology of 
same as in the pictorial symbol of the country's astroloj 
Sagittarius. The red is the centaur—the animal passion, 
martial nature; the yellow is the gold in humankind, the d 
arising from out the animal propensities and aspiring up) 
celestial home from which it came and to which it st 
return.

Republican Spain has added purple to the red and } 
under which her people formerly lived. Purple is the hij 
in the spectrum. It is identified with position and power 
the energizing red with the blue of authority. In terms of 
it stimulates activity and strengthens will. The positive 
human life will be enhanced under the purple ray. This ac 
what has already been observed regarding the fundamen 
of the forces manifesting through the liberal, reforming, [ 
elements in republican Spain.

The presence of purple in the Government's flag indi 
a fresh goal has been set up for New Spain. As a comper 
its agonized cleansing by blood, the red of war and passic 
transmuted into higher powers of the blue. Purple app 
consequence in her national colors. As the world purge 
we may expect to see the royal purple appear in the flag 
nationals also. So say the symbols.

The new flag contains the three primary colors, red, y 
blue, though the blue is but half itself. In this trinity O( 
three principles of Will, Wisdom, and Activity. When tl 
ciples shall become manifest on the higher levels of the 
action, the omnipotent will of the Father, the golden wisd 
Christ, and the dynamic activity of the Holy Spirit will si 
in the splendor of a new, regenerated race. Such will be 
acteristics of the "elect" who will survive the transition, 
and racially, and enter into the New Age that lies ahead.

It doth not yet appear what we shall be, but in symbo 
discern the glories that future centuries and ages are d< 
unfold in a people and for the human race.
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